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Arab Seafaring In The Indian
Piracy in the Indian Ocean, day-to-day life at sea, the establishment of ancient lighthouses and the
production of early maritime guides, handbooks, and port directories are all described in fascinating
detail. Arab Seafaring will appeal to anyone interested in Arab life or the history of navigation. For this
expanded edition, John Carswell has added a new introduction, a bibliography, and notes that add
material from recent archaeological research.
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Amazon.com: Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient ...
Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times - Expanded Edition. In this
classic work George Hourani deals with the history of the sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian Ocean
from its obscure origins many centuries before Christ to the time of its full extension to China and East
Africa in the ninth and tenth centuries.
Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Piracy in the Indian Ocean, day-to-day life at sea, the establishment of ancient lighthouses and the
production of early maritime guides, handbooks, and port directories are all described in fascinating
detail. Arab Seafaring will appeal to anyone interested in Arab life or the history of navigation. For this
expanded edition, John Carswell has added a new introduction, a bibliography, and notes that add
material from recent archaeological research.
Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times. In this classic work George
Hourani deals with the history of the sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian Ocean from its obscure...
Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times | George Fadlo Hourani |
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Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean in ancient and early medieval times / by George F. Hourani ; revised
and expanded by John Carswell. Author/creator. Hourani, George Fadlo. Other author/creator. Carswell,
John, 1931-.
Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean in ancient and early ...
Based on the author's thesis, Princeton University, which was presented under title: Arab navigation in
the Indian Ocean during the ninth and tenth centuries A.D. Reprint of the ed. published by Princeton
University Press, Princeton, N.J., which was issued as v. 13 of Princeton Oriental studies.
Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean in ancient and early ...
Piracy in the Indian Ocean, day-to-day life at sea, the establishment of ancient lighthouses and the
production of early maritime guides, handbooks, and port directories are all described in fascinating
detail. Arab Seafaring will appeal to anyone interested in Arab life or the history of navigation. For this
expanded edition, John Carswell has ...
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Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Dhow (Arabic  وادdāwa Marathi "dāw") is the generic name of a number of traditional sailing vessels
with one or more masts with settee or sometimes lateen sails, used in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean
region. Historians are divided as to whether the dhow was invented by Arabs or Indians. Typically
sporting long thin hulls, dhows are trading vessels primarily used to carry heavy items, such ...
Dhow - Wikipedia
Aḥmad ibn Mājid, also known as the Lion of the Sea, was an Arab navigator and cartographer born c.
1432 in Julfar,. He was raised in a family famous for seafaring; at the age of 17 he was able to navigate
ships. The exact date is not known, but ibn Majid probably died in 1500. Although long identified in the
West as the navigator who helped Vasco da Gama find his way from Africa to India, contemporary
research has shown Ibn Majid is unlikely even to have met da Gama. Ibn Majid was the ...
Ahmad ibn Mājid - Wikipedia
By (author) George F. Hourani. Share. In this classic work George Hourani deals with the history of the
sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian Ocean from its obscure origins many centuries before Christ to the
time of its full extension to China and East Africa in the ninth and tenth centuries. The book comprises a
brief but masterly historical account that has never been superseded.
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Arab Seafaring : In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early ...
Piracy in the Indian Ocean, day-to-day life at sea, the establishment of ancient lighthouses and the
production of early maritime guides, handbooks, and port directories are all described in fascinating
detail. Arab Seafaring will appeal to anyone interested in Arab life or the history of navigation. For this
expanded edition, John Carswell has added a new introduction, a bibliography, and notes that add
material from recent archaeological research.
Arab Seafaring | Princeton University Press
A master of navigation in the region, his guidance of Da Gama led to the downfall of Arab sea power in
the Indian Ocean. In the ensuing centuries, Arab historians, realizing the consequences of the
Portuguese, repeated a fictitious tale that Ibn Majid must have been drunk when he agreed to show Da
Gama the way to India.
Ahmad Ibn Majid: One Of The Most Famous Arab Navigators Of ...
Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times (Expanded Edition)
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Arab Seafaring: In the ...
Entdecken Sie "Arab Seafaring" von George F. Hourani und finden Sie Ihren Buchhändler. In this
classic work George Hourani deals with the history of the sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian Ocean
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from its obscure origins many centuries before Christ to the time of its full extension to China and East
Africa in the
Arab Seafaring von George F. Hourani auf reinlesen.de
In this classic work George Hourani deals with the history of the sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian
Ocean from its obscure origins many centuries before Christ to the time of its full extension to China and
East Africa in the ninth and tenth centuries. The book comprises a brief but masterly historical account
that has never been superseded.
Princeton Paperbacks: Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean ...
Despite their historical attachment to Arab traders, dhows are essentially an Indian boat, with much of
the wood for their construction coming from the forests of India. In Europe, boats names are based on
the type of sail rigging the boat has. Thus, it is typical for Europeans to label all Arab boats as dhows.
History and Construction of the Dhow - Nabataea
"Equally important is the contribution it makes to the reconstruction of Arab seafaring by offering a wellresearched and well-documented study on Muslim Arab seafaring in the Gulf and the Indian Ocean, one
which will now be relevant to further comparative studies of the Arabs’ Mediterranean activities".
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Seafaring in the Arabian Gulf and Oman (The Kegan Paul ...
Da Gama, led to the downfall of Arab sea power in the Indian Ocean. In the ensuing centuries, Arab
historians, realizing the consequences of the Portuguese, repeated a fictitious tale that Ibn Majid must
have been drunk when he agreed to show Da Gama the way to India.

In this classic work George Hourani deals with the history of the sea trade of the Arabs in the Indian
Ocean from its obscure origins many centuries before Christ to the time of its full extension to China and
East Africa in the ninth and tenth centuries. The book comprises a brief but masterly historical account
that has never been superseded. The author gives attention not only to geography, meteorology, and the
details of travel, but also to the ships themselves, including a discussion of the origin of stitched
planking and of the lateen fore-and-aft sails. Piracy in the Indian Ocean, day-to-day life at sea, the
establishment of ancient lighthouses and the production of early maritime guides, handbooks, and port
directories are all described in fascinating detail. Arab Seafaring will appeal to anyone interested in Arab
life or the history of navigation. For this expanded edition, John Carswell has added a new introduction,
a bibliography, and notes that add material from recent archaeological research.
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